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G-Sight Solutions: Revolutionizing Laser Training at SHOT Show 2024 
 

Las Vegas, NV – G-Sight Solutions, a global leader in Dry Fire Laser 
Training Systems, is thrilled to announce its prime exhibitor status at the 
prestigious SHOT Show 2024 in Las Vegas. Specializing in cutting-edge 
laser technology, G-Sight is renowned for its innovative ELMS Plus, 
QUANTUM XG, and BOSS product lines. Committed to providing the 
highest quality and latest designs in laser training, G-Sight's mission 
remains steadfast: to revolutionize the laser training industry. 
 

In a significant breakthrough, the third quarter of 2023 witnessed the 
launch of G-Sight's highly-anticipated SFL Mobile Training App, designed 
to pair seamlessly with their Laser Training Systems. This state-of-the-art 
app, available for free on iOS and Android platforms, represents the 
culmination of nearly two years of dedicated development. Its release has 
not only redefined the landscape of Dry Fire Laser Training but has also 
introduced the groundbreaking concept of SMART TARGETS. 
 

SMART TARGETS, a first in the industry, incorporate built-in technology 
and programming that transports users into a realm of advanced gameplay 
and training. These innovative targets offer a unique, engaging, and 
gratifying shooting experience. They epitomize G-Sight's philosophy: "We 
make the hard stuff in training, FUN!" By blending a game-style fun 
competition with skill development, SMART TARGETS effectively enhance 
critical shooting skills such as accuracy, sight picture alignment, grip, and 
stance. 
 



G-Sight Solutions cordially invites you to experience the excitement and 
innovation of dry fire shooting with SMART TARGETS and the all new SFL 
Mobile App. Visit us at SHOT Show Booth #73048 to witness firsthand how 
G-Sight is reshaping the world of Dry Fire Laser Training. Join us in 
embracing the future of laser training technology and discover the 
unparalleled benefits of our SMART TARGETS. 
 

For more information about G-Sight Solutions and our product offerings, 
please visit www.g-sight.com 
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